LIUGONG SKID STEER
SERIAL # LOCATION DIAGRAM

MODELS:
CLG325, 375, CLG375, 365A, 380, CLG385, 365A,
375A, 375B, 385A

SERIAL NUMBER EXAMPLES:
6 DIGITS.................800233
17 DIGITS...............CLG0375BLDS002039

VIN# LOCATION:
IN 2005 THE VIN PLATE WAS LOCATED ON THE FRONT CROSS MEMBER IN FRONT
OF THE OPERATORS COMPARTMENT. IN 2007 IT WAS MOVED TO THE LEFT REAR
ON THE HIGHWAY SIDE.
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SERIAL NUMBER LIUGONG SKIDSTEER LOADER

Serial Number Location for Liugong Skidsteer Loader
Serial Number Examples: 6 digits: 800233 17 digits: CLG0375BLDS002039
VIN Number Location: In 2005 the VIN plate was located on the front cross member in front of the operators compartment. In 2007 it was moved to the left rear on the highway side.